How To Ride LT

1. All buses are handicap accessible.
2. Plan your trip with the free MyStop App, at lebanontransit.org or check your bus schedule.
3. Be at the bus stop 5-10 minutes early.
4. Have exact Fare or bus pass ready.
5. All buses, except Express Service, can be boarded at any scheduled stop or at any safe location along the route by signaling the driver (much like hailing a cab).
6. Signal the driver ½ a block before the stop.
7. No eating, drinking, or smoking on LT buses.
8. To choose your stop pull the cord on the bus a block before the desired stop.
9. Remain in your seat until the bus comes to a complete stop.

Mapa de la ruta 16 y 16C, Horario y paradas

Como viajar en LT

1. Todos los autobuses son accesibles a discapacitados.
2. Planee su viaje con la aplicación gratis de MyStop, en lebanontransit.org o chequee nuestro horario de autobús.
3. Este en su parada de 5-10 minutos antes.
4. Tenga el cambio exacto o pase de autobús listo.
5. Todos nuestros autobuses, excepto el servicio Expreso, puede abordarlo en cualquier parada programada o cualquier localización que sea segura en la ruta solo señale el conductor (como si estuviera parando un taxi).
6. Señale el conductor ½ bloque antes de la parada.
7. No se permite comer, beber o fumar en los autobuses de LT.
8. Para elegir su parada ale la cuerda en el autobús un bloque antes de su parada deseada.
9. Manténgase en su asiento hasta que el autobús pare completamente.

Lebanon Transit Transfer Station
Park & Ride Location
Shelter Available

Shelter Locations
- Schneider Drive Park & Ride
- Rt. 422 & Mill St, Cleona
- Pinnacle Health / Hoos’s Restaurant
- Annville Square
- DHL/Excel Logistics
- Tanger Outlets
- Lincoln Ave & Lehman St.

ROUTE/RUTA 16C
1. Transfer Station, 7th St. & Willow St.
2. Schneider Drive Park & Ride
3. Route 422 & Duke St.
4. Route 422 & Mill St.
5. 16th St. & Chesterfield St.
6. 9th St. & Chestnut St.
7. 8th St. & Willow St.
8. Transfer Station, 7th St. & Willow St.
9. Lebanon Valley Mall Park & Ride
10. Lebanon Transit Main Office
11. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
12. Lebanon Plaza (by Shoe Store)
13. Senior Center, 7th & Maple
14. Brookside Apartments
15. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
16. Townhouse Apartments
17. Lebanon Plaza (by Shoe Store)
18. Rt 422 & Duke St
19. DHL Parking Lot
20. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
21. Lebanon Plaza (by Shoe Store)
22. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
23. Lebanon Plaza (by Shoe Store)
24. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
25. Lebanon Plaza (by Shoe Store)
26. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
27. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
28. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
29. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
30. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
31. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
32. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
33. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
34. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
35. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
36. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
37. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
38. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
39. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
40. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
41. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
42. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
43. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
44. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
45. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
46. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
47. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
48. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
49. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
50. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
51. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
52. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
53. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
54. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
55. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
56. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
57. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
58. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
59. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
60. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
61. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
62. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
63. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
64. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
65. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
66. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
67. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
68. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
69. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
70. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
71. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
72. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
73. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
74. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
75. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
76. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
77. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
78. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
79. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
80. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
81. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
82. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
83. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
84. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
85. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
86. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
87. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
88. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
89. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
90. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
91. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
92. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
93. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
94. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
95. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
96. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
97. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
98. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
99. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
100. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
101. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
102. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
103. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
104. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
105. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
106. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
107. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
108. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
109. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
110. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
111. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
112. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
113. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
114. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
115. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
116. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
117. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
118. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
119. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
120. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
121. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
122. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
123. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
124. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
125. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
126. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
127. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
128. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
129. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
130. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
131. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
132. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
133. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
134. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
135. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
136. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
137. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
138. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
139. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
140. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
141. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
142. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
143. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
144. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
145. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
146. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
147. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
148. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
149. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
150. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
151. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
152. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
153. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
154. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
155. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
156. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
157. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
158. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
159. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
160. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
161. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
162. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
163. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
164. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
165. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
166. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
167. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
168. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
169. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
170. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
171. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
172. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
173. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
174. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
175. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
176. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
177. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
178. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
179. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
180. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
181. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
182. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
183. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
184. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
185. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
186. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
187. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
188. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
189. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
190. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
191. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
192. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
193. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
194. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
195. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
196. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
197. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
198. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
199. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
200. Lebanon Plaza (by Maurice’s)
Exact Change is required. *All passes can be purchased at the Willow St. Transfer Station & LT Office. 10 Ride & All Day Passes can be purchased on the bus.

City Routes: $1.50
County Routes: $2.00
Student Fare: (*65 years or older w/ PA Transit Pass) Free
Children: (*44 inches and under*) Free
Transfers: $0.25
Persons with Disabilities may qualify for ½ fare.
For eligibility and registration requirements call LT at 717-274-3664. The PennDOT Reduced Fare Card must be shown to bus operator when depositing fare into fare box.

Lebanon Transit operates its programs without regard to race, color and national origin. To view Title VI Policy please visit lebanontransit.org or call 717-274-3664

Lebanon Transit is an equal employment opportunity employer. LT is an equal employment opportunity employer. LT is a drug-free workplace.